
On a scale from 1 (not at all) to 10 (definitely), rate the following statements. (Score 5 if not applicable)

   1  2   3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
NOT AT ALL                        SOMEWHAT                                        TOTALLY AGREE

1.  I am ready to create clarity and balance in my life.  ____________

2.  I am ready to improve my personal and business relationships. ____________

3.  I am ready for honesty and real positive changes in my day-to-day life. ____________

4.  I am ready for more fun and enjoyment in my life. ____________

5.  I am ready to overcome self-limiting beliefs and behaviors. ____________

6.  I am ready to create goals and take action to make changes. ____________

7.  I am ready to define success for myself and begin to create success. ____________

8.  I am ready to focus on my strengths and lean into what I have to offer. ____________

9.  I am ready to partner up in a meaningful supportive relationship with a coach. ____________

10.  I am ready to BE a leader in both my personal and professional life. ____________

Add and review your score: ____________

Less than 30 - Not for you at this time.

31-55
A 2-day Daring Way™ Workshop will provide you with clarity and open your eyes to looking at your life in a new 
authentic way. It will stimulate you to dive in to see what you really want your life to BE like on a day-to-day basis. 
Work with me for 2 incredibly amazing days to look at what lasting life-changes could do for you!

Over 60
Congratulations! You are ready to dive into a coaching relationship! You are extremely aware and willing to commit 
to yourself personally and/or professionally to create your wilding successful life!

Contact me for a free consultation. Let’s get started!
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